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The causes and forms of atheism in popular culture. 

Why does the modern man in everyday life, thinking and decision making, ignore the existence of 

God? 

Why do the atheists consider atheism to be a good news (=gospel)? What would religion rob them of? 

- John Lennon / Imagine – No heaven, no hell… 

- Jaromir Nohavica / Pochod vernych pohanu – I want to do want I feel like doing… freedom 

 

“If any man chooses to do his will, he shall know of the teaching, whether it is of God, or whether 

I speak from myself” (John 7:16-17). 

0. INTRO: UNDERSTANDING  

 Why does God allow atheism? 

0.1. WILL THE REAL ATHEIST STAND UP? 

 indifference – Zeitgeist – 

 "Three schools of Atheism"  

(1) The first school consists of people (and they seem to be in the majority) who accept the position that God 

does not exist. They do not, however, give much more thought to this acceptance. (2) The second school 

consists of those who accept the fact that God does not exist and who are also capable of setting forth a fully 

thought-out statement of their position. The second school, however, does not take a public stance on their 

beliefs or convictions. They have replaced God, as the effective author of the world, with human reason. 

Human reason is equated with the results that have been set forth in the fields of science and technology. … 

Science over the last couple of centuries has proposed a series of theories based upon material facts that 

would argue against the necessity for the existence of God. … (3) In the third category are those (relatively 

few!) people who not only claim to be atheists and are able to offer fully developed explanations for their 

atheism but who also structure their lives to fit their atheism. They are able to, and do, attempt to teach the 

philosophical position of atheism to those who care to listen. This is, of course, the most difficult position to 

maintain of the three. It requires not only a working knowledge of religion, but also of science and 

technology. It is my position that individuals can truly be considered atheist only if they have gotten to this 

stage; and I hope that this work will bring those who are interested to the point at which such a decision can 

be made in earnest.
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0.2. PANTHEISM – ATHEISM – ANTI-THEISM 

Feuerbach 

The Many Faces of Unbelief . . . . . . . . 9 

Atheism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 

- Philosophy of “no God”: Marx, Nietzsche, Dawkins 

Agnosticism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

- You can’t know that you know something = God cannot be known 

Skepticism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

- Doubt as the base for every thinking (don’t decide on any answer to any question) 

Infidelity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 

Deism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

Pantheism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 
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Panentheism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49
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 One of the most mind-numbing mysteries for those who believe in God is trying to understand the 

unbelief of those who do not. As one who writes and lectures often on the topics of apologetics 

and evidences, I frequently am asked, “What causes people not to believe in God?” Generally 

speaking, the motive behind the question is not derogatory, but complimentary. That is to say, the 

querist really is asking: “Why is it that obviously intelligent people do not believe in God?”
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 …although Nietzsche rejected God, he remained obsessed with the question of human salvation.
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 Heidegger called Nietzsche ‘that passionate seeker after God and the last German philosopher.
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Free thought – get rid of dogmas 

Rationalism – don’t believe in anything that can’t be explained 

Secularism – live here and now, for this world (Lennon/Imagine) 

Humanism – (manifestos) humanity as the highest value 

 

 

0.3. CAUSES OF UNBELIEF (ATHEISM -  

 we are born without knowledge of God = faith is NOT a natural state of men 

 laziness – busyness – indifference  

 fear of duties, difficulties, enslavement – "free of righteousness" 

 bad religious experience (education; upbringing) 

 multiple religions (anthropology)  

 rational problems (contradictions; mysteries) 

 formal Christianity – just professed faith = God just a hypothesis, no live contact, not counting on 

Him in real life, then a crisis comes and God seems far away 

 the critique of the Bible – philosophical theologies  

 methodological (scientific) atheism – God has nothing to do with the test-tube = science 

approached with an attitude “God does not intervene”/laws which do not need God (not taking into 

account that God is holding everything by His word, e.g. Acts 17:28 “For in him we live and move 

and have our being.”) 

 hatred for God/gods 

 sense of moral superiority ("the new atheism") – generally speaking: in the past the Christians 

were those moral ones (e.g. ascetics) and their morals were viewed as something honorable but 

nowadays the Christians proclaim the gospel of prosperity and the atheists look at it from a moral 

superiority standpoint and say “They want the same things as we do, so what’s their religion 

about?” (the problem of Job: Satan asks – Job has everything, why would he not believe?) – people 

start asking questions about authenticity of our belief when they see us willing to sacrifice and to 

suffer for our cause 

 materialist assumptions of science – not materialist propaganda
6
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1. WHAT DO ATHEISTS REJECT? 

1.1. UNNECESSARY EXPLANATIONS 

 …all religious beliefs are "crutches" hindering the free locomotive efforts of an advancing 

humanity.
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 [CONVERSE] The theory of evolution, the Big Bang theory, the Theory of Relativity, and the 
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findings of scientific psychology would all fall in this category. Taken together, these theories can 

be seen as offering an alternative explanation for the beginning of the universe, the continued 

operation of the universe, and an explanation for each individual member of the universe. Should 

those theories be proven to a point of certainty, then the need for God and the supernatural 

generally would be completely negated. 

1.2. FALSE HOPES – FALSE THREATS (IMMORTALITY) 

 "opium of humanity" (HEINE) 

 fear of death, fear of gods (Epicurus; Lucretius) 

1.3. GOD, WHO DOES NOT CARE 

 accusations against God 

 If there is a loving God, why does he permit—much less create—earthquakes, droughts, floods, 

tornadoes, and other natural disasters which kill thousands of innocent men, women, and children 

every year?
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 atrocities committed in the name of God 

 Darwin and the caterpillar; Mark Twain and the fly 

If we can imagine such a man, that is the man that could invent the fly, and send him out on his mission and 

furnish him his orders: “Depart into the uttermost corners of the earth, and diligently do your appointed work. 

Persecute the sick child; settle upon its eyes, its face, its hands, and gnaw and pester and sting; worry and fret 

and madden the worn and tired mother who watches by the child, and who humbly prays for mercy and relief 

with the pathetic faith of the deceived and the unteachable. Settle upon the soldier’s festering wounds in field 

and hospital and drive him frantic while he also prays, and betweentimes curses, with none to listen but you, 

Fly, who get all the petting and all the protection, without even praying for it. Harry and persecute the forlorn 

and forsaken wretch who is perishing of the plague, and in his terror and despair praying; bite, sting, feed 

upon his ulcers, dabble your feet in his rotten blood, gum them thick with plague-germs—feet cunningly 

designed and perfected for this function ages ago in the beginning—carry this freight to a hundred tables, 

among the just and the unjust, the high and the low, and walk over the food and gaum it with filth and death. 

Visit all; allow no man peace till he get it in the grave; visit and afflict the hard-worked and unoffending 

horse, mule, ox, ass, pester the patient cow, and all the kindly animals that labor without fair reward here and 

perish without hope of it hereafter; spare no creature, wild or tame; but wheresoever you find one, make his 

life a misery, treat him as the innocent deserve; and so please Me and increase My glory Who made the fly.
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1.4. THE CHURCH THAT ONLY PLAYS AT CHRISTIANITY 

 little sacrificial following of Christ 

 prosperity – a cover for lust 

 

2. WHAT DO ATHEISTS EMBRACE? 

 Without a doubt the most important concern of atheism is: What would atheism propose to replace 

the existence of God? The simple, usual definition is actually of very little use.
10

 

2.1. FREEDOM 

2.1.1. INDEPENDENT SCIENCE 

 disenchanted earth 

2.1.2. MORAL FREEDOM 

 Nohavica – pohané  
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2.1.3. FREE THINKING 

 the rule of the reason (1) natural science (Darwinism); (2) society (Marxism…); (3) personality 

(psychology) 

2.2. PROGRESS 

 the future is bright – paradise (Marxism) 

 

2.3. FAME 

 Famous infidels – Einstein; attitude saying “I am in a good company of the famous unbelievers.” 

 

3. WHAT IS REALLY GOING ON IN ATHEISM? 

3.1. REJECTING TO SERIOUSLY ADDRESS GOD 

 Ps 18 – impossible to believe without God; having God as an object of analysis an atheist expects 

to observe and understand God and when he/she doesn’t like what they see they reject the idea of 

God, BUT there is no way people can know the true God without God revealing Himself to them – 

without God’s initiative 

 supposing God must be found by common sense reasoning 

3.2. REJECTING RADICAL CHANGE 

 In morals – become friends with God 

 In epistemology – become spiritually aware and understanding 

3.3. REJECTING ESCHATOLOGICAL FUTURE 

 astronomy  too big 

 particle physics  too small 

 

God Himself has carried out the sentence of the present = Jesus’ cross – without believing in the 

cross we cannot understand God and His problem with humanity (with respect /how to attract me 

to Him) 

To understand the present we need to believe in eschatology (what is going to pass) = we will get 

all the answers in the glorious future. 

 

4. THE CONSEQUENCES OF DISBELIEF 

4.1. FREEDOM  EXISTENTIAL DOUBT 

(seeking freedom, finding existential doubt) 

 Sartre, Camus 

4.2. PROGRESS  MAN-CAUSED CATASTROPHES 

 Totalitarianism in 20
th
 ct. 

4.3. FAME  LONELINESS 

 I walk among human beings as among the fragments and limbs of human beings! This is what is 

most frightening to my eyes, that I find mankind in ruins and scattered about as if on a battlefield 

or a butcher field. 

—Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra 
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5. CHALLENGE FOR THE CHURCH (BELIEVERS) 

 Christian faith must be more than a hypothesis 

 Christian faith cannot find God in the unexplained "gaps" (in what cannot be explained by reason) 

only 

 Christian faith must mean a radical change in relationship to the world 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

  Atheism is much more insidious than “believers” tend to think.  

  Unbelief is real good news in comparison with false religion. 

  Fully applied Christianity is the only remedy for the problem of disbelief and atheism. 


